
~r . H. Rowan Oaither , Jr •• 
President , 
The Ford Foundation , 
477 Madison-Avenue , 
New York 22 , N. Y., 
U.S.A . 

Dear Mr . Gaither : 

Next October this research and clinical 
ins t itute wi l l complete its first quarter century of work . 
In that time it has come to world leadership , thanks to a 
growing teamwork never sbronger than now . We hope now to 
establish brain research for the future by added endowment. 

As you have doubtless guessed , I am asking 
permission to apply again to the Ford Foundat~on . Our 
appli cation in 1955 was not approved . But our opportunities 
are very great and we are hard pressed to support the expanding 
work that someday may lead to an understanding of man's mind 
and its disorders . 

I am sending you in the same mail an annual 
report which will sho".l the approach to brain research through 
different departments . 

There is urgent need to establish the exciting 
work in clinical psychology in a permanent department . It will 
be our approRch to the field of psychiatry . 

There is an urgent need , too , to introduce 
a greater degree of full-time organization for the clinical men 
and to raise the laboratory men to a reasonable level of inc()me. 

The Institute is owned by ~lcGill University , 
and the academic and research budget is ouite separate from the 
hospital budget. The endowment of research here was first " 
established by the Rockefeller Foundation in 1931 . It has been 
increased by generous Canadian gifts. But the need and opportunity 
now runs far ahead of our resources . ' 



,-' 

Mr. H. Rowan Gaither , Jr . February 5, 1959 

Professor Rasmussen and I hope to present our 
case to you again . May we do so? 

Yours sincerely , 


